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Eric K. van DOUWEN 
There is an action of F’, the free group of rank two, on a countably infinite set such that the 
action is almost free, i.e., each member of F, - {I} fixes only finitely many points, and transitive, 
yet S admits a finitely additive &invariant probability measure p defined on all subsets. We can 
arrange for each element of Fz to fix at least one point. If G is any countably infinite amendable 
group, we can arrange for S to be G with ~1 left-invariant. 
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invariant measure transitive action group 
Some termindogy 
For brevity we call a measure on a set S any finitely additive probability measure 
defined on all subsets of S, i.e., any function p : !P( S) + [0, l] satisfying 
(VX, YE _‘(S))[Xn Y=O*/k(Xu Y)=p(X)+j.&(Y)], j,&(S) = 1. 
An action of a group G on a set S is a function G x S + S such that, if we write 
g(s) for the image of (g, s), then 
(Vs E S)[ l(s) = s] and (Vg, h E G)(Vs E S)[g(h(s)) = (gh)(s)]. 
We also say that G acts on S. Each group acts on itself by left-multiplication. For 
each set S the permutation group S! of S acts on S. 
If G acts on S, a measure p on S is (by abuse of language) called G-invariant 
if (Vg E G)(VX E P(S))[p(g+X) = p(X)], where g’X denotes {g(x): XE X). A 
G-invariant measure on a group G is called left-invariant. A group which admits a 
left-invariant measure is called amenable. 
We use N for the positive integers, Z for all integers, IF4 for the reals and 6 for 
the free group of rank k 
Let G be a group, acting on a set S. The following known results motivate this 
paper: 
(A) S has a G-invariant measure if G is amenable, 
(B) G is amenable if S has a G-invariant measure and if G acts _bely, i.e., 
(Vgf G-{l))(VsEs)[g~#s3 (1.0 
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[4,1.3.5]. Also, 
(C) G is amenable if G is Abelian, or, more generally, if G is solvable, and also 
if G is finite, 
(D) G is not amenable if G = F2 or, more generally, if F2 embeds in G. 
See [ 1,4.7; 8,3.5; 71 for conditions that may be substituted for (1.1) in (B). Until 
Ol’sanski’s 1980 paper [6] (D) was the only source for nonamenable groups. F2 
remains important, if only because it is so manageable. 
We will construct examples of G acting on S with G nonamenable, specially 
G = Fz, yet S has a G-invariant measure. We rule out the trivial examples, where 
G acts trivially, i.e., (Vg E G)(Vs E S)[gs = s], or where S is finite, or where G leaves 
a point of S fixed, by having G act both faithfully, i.e., 
(VgE G-(1})(3s~ S)[gsfs] (1.2) 
(or equivalently, G is a subgroup of S!, with obvious action) and transitively, i.e., 
(Vs, t E S)(3g E G)[gs = t]. (1.3) 
Note that since G is nonamenable in our examples, S is infinite by (C) and (1.2). 
Even (1.2) and ( 1.3) are not enough to rule out uninteresting examples, for it 
might happen that G acts trivially in measure, i.e., (Vg E G) [~({s E S: gs # s)) = 01; 
see Section 8 for an easy example. There is a very natural weakening of (1.1) which 
rules out this example, and which I had thought of before constructing this example, 
namely the condition that G acts freely in measure, i.e., 
(Vg E G - { l})[p ({s E S: gs = s}) = 01. (1.4) 
Note that (1.4) implies (1.2). In our examples G acts transitively and S is infinite, 
hence each G-invariant measure p on G is diffuse, i.e., 
(V finite X c S)[p(X) = 01. (1.5) 
Since (1.4) involves interaction of the action of G on S and a G-invariant measure, 
it is natural to simplify matters and replace ( 1.4) by the stronger condition (in the 
presence of (1.5)) which only involves the action of G on S, that G acts almost 
freely, i.e., 
(VgE G-{l))[{s~S: g(s)=s} is finite]. (1.6) 
The main result of this paper is that there is an example like this. Using suitable 
actions of Fz on finite sets we construct he following. 
1. le. There is an almost free transitive action of F2 on a countably infinite 
set S such that S admits an Fz-invariant measure p. 
) there is an element of Fz - (1) that fixes some point in S, and in 
fact Fz - (1) has many such elements ince each subgroup of a free group is free. 
We can modify Example 1.1 so as to answer the obvious question this suggests. 
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e. One can construct Example 1.1 in such a way that 
(VfE F*)Ps E S)[f(s) = 4. 
This also provides an example of an almost free transitive action which is without 
fixed point free elements, which is of independent interest. No such example is 
finite by Remark 5.2, due to I.M. Isaacs. 
One may think that measures as in Example I.1 or 1.2 must be rather bad. The 
following modification of these examples shows it can in fact be quite nice. 
le. Let H be any countably infinite amenable group. One can construct 
Example 1.1 or 1.2 in such a way that S = H and that p is left-invariant, as measure 
on H. 
This suggests the following question. 
1 uestion. If H is any countably infinite amenable group, then is there an almost 
free transitive action of F2 on H such that every left-invariant measure on H is 
F,-invariant? 
We have two rather weak partial results. 
1.5. Example. There is a faithful transitive action of F2 on Z such that every 
(left-)invariant measure on Z is F2-invariant. 
1.6. Example. For every infinite amenable group H there is a nonamenable group 
G which acts faithfully and transitively on H such that every left-invariant measure 
of H is G-invariant. 
2. Actions of free groups on finite sets 
A word over an alphabet (= set) is a string a&. . . a, of symbols satisfying ai E A u 
A-’ for 1 s i s k;, where A-’ = {a-‘: a E A}, and ai+, # a;’ and arI+!, # ai for 1 d i 6 k 
(this is what usually is called a “freely reduced word”; we will not use words that 
are not freely reduced). The empty word is denoted by 1 but may also be denoted 
by ao... al. The length of ak.. .a, is l(ak.. .a,)=k 
The set FA of all words over A carries the usual group structure and is the free 
group over A. We abbreviate F&) y b Fap, and occasionally let FK, K a cardinal, 
denote just any free group over an alphabet of size K. 
For o, w E FA we let ZI l w denote the product of v and w in FA, and let VW denote 
the concatenation of v and w provided VFY is a word. 
In order to describe the action of FA on a set S it suffices to define a(s) for a E A 
and s E S. The following simple result is the key to Example 1.1. 
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2. mma. For each finite alphabet A and-n E N there are a finite set S and an action 
of FA on S such that 
(I) (VWE F,)[l~Z(w)~n3(Vs~S)[w(s)#s]], 
(2) FA acts transitively on S. 
roof. We first establish a weak version of the lemma and find a finite set T and 
an action of FA such that for each w E FA, if 1~ I(w) s n, then (3s E S)[ w(s) Z s]. 
Let T be the set of all words over A of length at most n. Since T is finite, every 
injection from a subset of T into T can be extended to a permutation of T. It follows 
that there is an action of FA on T such that for each a E A and each word ak.. . a1 
over A with ksn, if O<k<n and ak#a-‘, then a(ak...a+aak...a,, while if 
O<k<n and &=a-‘, then a(ak...a,)=ak-,...a,. For each ak...a,EFA with 
1 d k < n we clearly have a& . . a,(l) = ak. . . a1 Z 1. 
Now for w E FA let G be the permutation of T determined by w and the action 
above, and let S be the subgroup { 6: w E FA} of T!. Let FA act on S in the obvious 
way: w(e) = $0 for w, VE FA. 
For (1) note that if we FA and l<I(w)sn, then *#id, so that @fi#u’ for all 
u‘ E S; also (2) should be clear. Cl 
2.2. Remark. If we would only require (1) for one particular w = al. . . cy, we would 
let T=(ai...Q,:OGi G k}, and find a homomorphism from FA onto a finite group 
S such that i3 is not the identity of S. This is the permutation group version of the 
proof suggested in [5, p. 114, Exercises 5, 61 that free groups are residually finite. 
We now use Lemma 2.1 to find a refinement of itself that will be used to obtain 
Example 1.2. 
In what follows we identify the symbol (a-‘)-’ with a. A word i.&. . a, over A 
is called cyclically reduced if aI( # a,‘. Let CA denote the set of words over A that 
are cyclically reduced. 
23. mma. For each finite alphabet A and m E N and u E CA with l(u) = m there are 
a finite set T and an action of FA on T satisfying 
(1) (3tc TMt) = tl, 
(2) (WWE F,)[l~l(w)<m+Ws~ T)[w(s)fs]], 
(3) FA acts transitively on T. 
By Lemma 2.1 there are a finite set S and an action of FA on S such that 
(VWE FA)[1sl(w)<2m=+(Vs~ S)[w(s)# s]]. (2.1) 
Note that (2.1) is equivalent o 
(Ww# W’E FA)[l(~)+l(~‘)<2m~(Vs~S)[~(~)f w’(s)]]. (2.2) 
A new acrion. Fix t E S. We wili define a new action of FA on S from the old 
action and from t. For w E Fn and s E S we let w(s) denote the image of s under w 
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by the old action, and let G(s) denote the image under the new action. Consider 
U; since Z(U) 2 1 we can write u uniquely as (YU with cy E Au A-’ and v E F’. We 
note that, since u = cut, E CA, v is not of the form v’cy -’ with v’ E FA, so that va! is 
a word of length m. 
To define the new action we let for a E A -{a, cu-‘) and s E S, a(s) = a(s). In 
addition, for YES-{v(t),6’(t)} we let G(s)=&), and we let G(v(t))=t and 
6(6’(t)) = u(t). The following diagram shows the only changes made: 
We will prove u’(t) = t by proving O(t) = v(t). We will also have to prove (2). For 
(3), i.e., for transitivity, we set T = {g(t): w E FA}. 
Some ctbservations. Define the pesky pairs and queer quarts (there are four of 
them) by 
P=j(a,s)~(AuA-‘)xS: n(s)# a(s)} 
= ita, @-- w, (a -‘, 0, b, v(t)), (a --I:, 4 t))), 
Q = {s E S: (3a E A v A-‘) [(a, S)E P]} = {(u-‘(t), t, v(t), u(t)}. 
It is not hard to see that 
(WWE FA)(Ws~S)[i3(s)# w(s)+@w,, w+F&3a~AuA-‘) 
[w = wlaw2 and (a, w~(s))E P] (so w2(s) E Q)]. (2.3) 
We also point out there is a symmetry in (Y and (Y-‘, in that a statement about 
QI, t and v is true iff the corresponding statement about 8, v(t) and 6’ is true. 
A condition that g(s) = w(s). We claim that 
(VW = yk.. . yl E FA)(Vs E Q) 
[ksm-1 and (yr,s)e P+%?(s)= w(s)]. (2.4) 
It follows from (2.3) that we prove (2.4) if we prove 
(VW = yk.. . yl E FA)(Vs E Q) 
[lskkm-2 and (y,,s)tiP+w(s)tiQ]. (2.5) 
Consider w=yk...ylEFA with lsksm-2and SES with(r,,s)EP. 
Case 1: s = a-‘(t). Then Q ={q(s): 4p = 1, cy, VLY or uac}. But w # 1 since ka 1, 
and w # cy, NY, UCY since y1 # Q! (because (y, , a-‘( t))ti P). Since 
l(w)+l(l or a or VLY or uar)~m--2+m+1~2m, 
it follows from (2.2) that w(s) B Q. 
Case 2: s = t. Then Q={p(s): p = cy-I, ut w f: a-’ since Yl # ff-’ 
(because ( y, , t) e P), and w f since kal, and wfv, u since ?(w)=ksm-2< 
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M - 1= I(u) c I(u). Since 
Z(w)+ZW’ or 1 or v or u)sm-2+m<2m, 
it again follows from (2.2) that w(s) ti Q. 
The remaining two cases follow by symmetry. 
We prove (1). Since cyv is cyclically reduced, u has the form yk. . . y1 with 
O~ksrn-1 and y&K’. Mence u’(t) = u(t) by (2.4). Consequently ii(t) = t. 
We prove (2). Consider arbitrary w E FA with 1 I= Z(w) G m - 1 and arbitrary s E S. 
We must show iF( s) f s. If )?r(s) = w(s), this follows from (2.2), so assume ti(s) f 
w(s). By (2.3) there are wl, wzE&andaEAuA-‘withwlaw2=wand,(a,w2(s))E 
P. Since w,w,a( Q2(s)) = i92( I?(S)) = G2( s) we assume w.1.o.g. that w2 = I, so w = w,a. 
CIearIy a(s) # s, so assume I( w,) 5 1. Since s E Q we prove G(s) # s if we prove 
i3(s)ti Q. Let w] = yk.. . yl, so kal since l(w,)H, and ksm-2, since I(w,a)= 
Z(w) G m - 1, and y1 # a-’ since wIa is a (freely reduced) word. We have a-(s) E Q 
but (y,, ti(s)>E I?, since y1 # a-‘. It follows from (2.4) that G@(s)) = w,@(s)), and 
from (2.5) that wl(a(s))E Q. Hence *ii(s) = G+@(s))@ Q, as required. Cl 
2. mark. We actually need a slightly more complicated version of the lemma. 
IfIAI>l,thenformENandu=y,,,... y1 E CA and a E A we want a finite set T and 
an action of F’, on T satisfying (1’). (2) and (3), where 
(1’) (3t,zET)lu(t)=tanda(z)#zand(Wk=O,...,m)[y,...y,(t)~{z,a(z)}]]. 
(Of course (1’) refers to the new action of FA on S.) 
We follow the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.3, and show how to obtain (1’): 
First replace (2.1) by 
(WWE F,)[l~l(w)~2m+2~(Vs~S)[w(s)Zs]] (2.1’) 
so that 
(Wwz W’E FA)[Z(w)+Z(w’)~2m+2~(Vs~S)[w(s)# w(s’)]]. (2,2’) 
Now write v as y,+]. . . yl, pick PEA with p#y, if ma2, p#c, 6’ if m=l, 
and let 2 = p(t). 
We first show that 
(~,a(z)}n(Qu(y~...y,(t): k<m-l})=@. (2.6) 
Indeed, 
k Wk W(t): Z(w) s l}, 
Qu{yk...y,(t): kam-1) 
s {Q(t): Q = G-’ Of Q = Or Q = a (if m = 1) Or 
pE{wy,: l(w)Sm-1) (if m-‘2)}, 
hence (2.6) follows from (2.2’) since (l+l)+(m-l)+l=m+2~2m+l. 
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Because of (2.6) it follows from (2.3) that a(z) = a(z) and a’(z) = a’(z). This 
implies a(z) # z # ti2(z) because of (2.2’). It also implies that (V~S m - 1) 
[yk. . . y,(t)e {z, ii(z)}], because of (2.6) and the fact that (Vk s m - 1) 
[G(t) = yk- l l yl( t)], which one proves the same way one proves a(t) = u(t) 
(in the proof that ri( t) = t). 
. In Remark 5.1 we will see that for fixed A and m E N there are a finite 
set T and a transitive action of FA on A such that 
(1”) (VwfEF,)[Z(w)= m*(3tE T)[w(t)= t]], 
(2”) (VWE F,)[l S Z(w)< n23(VdtE T)[w(t)f t]]. 
3. Generalized limits 
For a set Z let B(Z) denote the vector space of all bounded real-valued functions 
on I. We call a linear functional LIM on B(Z) a generalized limit if 
(VIE B(Z)(Vx, y E R)[x <f( i) s y for all but finitely many i E Z 
a~ d LIMO s y]. (3-I) 
(We will use this form, not a less redundant form.) 
We will use the fact that Z?(Z) has a generalized limit if Z is countably infinite, 
cf. [2, p. 341. We will also use the observation that if LIM is a generalized limit on 
B(Z) and (Sj: i E I) is a collection of nonempty finite subsets of S, then (CL : P(S) + R, 
detined by 
p(X) = LIMilSi n Xl/lSil (X E P(S)) 
is well defined, and is a measure on S. 
emark. For each infinite Z E N there is a generalized limit LIM on B(N) which 
has Z as support in the sense the t 
(VA g E B(N))[(VI’E Z)[f(i) = g(i)]+LIM(f) = LIM(g)]. 
emark. In several of our examples we use the axiom 
GL: B(N) has a generalized limit, 
which is equivalent to the axiom 
DM: N has a diffuse measure. 
(DM+GL: integrate. GL+DM: define CL as above with S,, = {n}.) It is known that 
DM is much weaker than AC, the Axiom of Choice, [PI’. We use GL to construct 
’ The manuscript on which this paper is based 
it was not possible to identify this reference. 
does not include references. Despite considerabfe fforts 
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our examples, but all other use of AC in Examples 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 (and probably 
1.3 also) can be avoided by dull bookkeeping. Of course we need GL since these 
examples witness DM. 
ctions of F2 on counta le 1.1 
We will construct a countably infinite set S, a measure p on S and a transitive 
almost free action of FZ on S such that ~1 is F,-invariant. Let a, /3 be distinct letters. 
We construct S. By Lemma 2.1 we can find for each n E Z a finite (nonempty) set 
Sn and an action of Fap on S such that 
(Vnd-{O))(VwE F,,)[l~I(w)<In]3(Vs~S,)[w(s)fs]]; 
(Vn E B - {O})[ Fas acts transitively on S,]; 
(V!&n&Z)[&nS,=@J; 
l&l = 1. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Let S = lJncZ S,. 
We construct p. Let LIM be a generalized limit on B(Z); then we k:an define a 
measure p on S by 
cc(X) = LIM,l& n XI/I&l (x E P(s)). 
Note that Al. is diffuse because of (4.3). 
We construct an auxiliary action. For w E F,,, n E Z and s e S,, the image under 
w of s by the action of F& is precisely the image under w of s by the action of 
Fap on S,,. So the notation w(s) is unambiguous. We note for later use that 
(Vn E E)[S, is invariant under F,,]. (4.5) 
First aside. If we use this auxiliary action we get an example that has all properties 
required except that Fup does not act transitively: The action is almost free because 
of (4.1), and p is F,,-invariant because of (4.5). Also, p is diffuse, as noted before. 
However, because of (4.5) there are lots of uninteresting F,,-invariant measures. 
Second aside. One easy way to get a transitive almost free action is to replace Fz 
by Fw. This way one even can get an action which is <o-transitive, i.e., for each 
cp E @, where 
@ = {p: sp is an injection from a finite subset of S into S}, 
there is fe Fw which extends y3, i.e., (Vs E dom( qp))[f(s) = &)I. 
We sketch how to do this. For simplicitly use N instead of Z. For n EN find a 
finite set Sn and an action of F(q). . . , a,) such that the obvious analogues of (4.1) 
and (4.3) hold. Let S = lJnEN Sn. Find an action of Fw = F({ ay,: n E N}) almost as 
above, but use the freedom you have because cy, is defined on UkZn Sk, for n EN, 
to make the action <w-transitive by ensuring that (V4p E @)(3n E N)[cx, extends 
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q~ J; this is possible since @ is countable. Fw will act almost freely because of the 
analogue of (4.1). Also, p is F,-invariant because for each w E FW we have W’S, = Sn 
for all but finitely many n EN. 
The key idea. We build in transitivity not by throwing in more generators but by 
slightly changing the action of Fap. The change will be small enough so as to preserve 
almost freeness. Also, p will be invariant under the new action because ach member 
of FaB will leave each S,, almost invariant. 
Notation. For w E Fas and s E S we will USI: w(s) to denote the image of s under 
w by the old action, and e(s) to denote the image by the new action. Similarly, 
Fas refers to FpB with its old action, and F& to Fap with its new action. 
The new action. How do you make the action transitive? The simple idea is to 
pick s, E Sn for n E P and let p send it into S “+,  and the obvious place to send it 
to is /3( sn+r ). No other changes will be needed. Formally, we define 5 (s) = a(s), 
for s E S, and define 
P(s) 
B(s)={@(s~~l), 
if s # s,,, 
if s = s,, 
for sES,, for nd. 
(This is why we use Z.) Note the symmetric formula for 6-l: 
-1 
P 0 
if s # PM 
S ( P-‘(s), = for se&, for n&Z. 
%-I, if s = /3(sn), 
We prove & acts transitively on S. Since (W n E Z)[ s, E S,, and p( s, ) E Sn+ J, and 
since So = is,,}, by (4.3) it suffices to prove 
(Vnd-{O})(Vs, tU,)(3wc F&)[@(s)= t]. 
Because of (4.2) and (Ws E S)[ 6( s) = (u(s)] we prove this if we prove 
(VnEZ-{O})(VsG,,)(3wE F,&[#(s)=p(s)]. 
Because of the way p is defined from p we only l:ave to prove 
(Vn EZ-{0})(3 WE E&dsn) = PhJI- 
SO fix n E Z - (0). Let m = min{ k E M pk( s,) = s,}; m exists because of (4.5) and the 
fact that Sn is finite. Then m 32 since p(s,,) # s, by (4.1). Clearly @(s,) # s, if 
1 d is m - 1, hence p(p’(s,,)) = p”‘(s,,) if 1s i < m - 1. Since m 3 2 it follows after 
induction that p”‘-‘(@(s”)) = p”(s,) = s,,. Hence /3-(m-‘)(sn) = p(s,). 
We prove F& acts almost freely. Consider any n E B and s E Sn and w E Fap, with 
1 s I(w) G In]. We will prove *(s) # s. If G(s) = w(s), then i+(s) # s because of (4.1), 
so assume G(s) # w(s). It is easy to see that there are w, w2 E Fap and y E {/3, PM’} 
such that w = w1 yw2 (equality as words) and either c2( s) = s,, and y = /3 or Gz( s) = 
/3(sn) and r=P-‘. B y symmetry we may assume the first alternative. Since Sn n 
S n+l = 0 we prove $5(s) # s by proving g(s,) E Sn+l. To prove that it suffices to 
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prove &(P(s~+,)) = w&s,+,) since p(s,) = s”+~ and since S,,+r is invariant under 
Fas by (4.5). To prove K@(s~+~)) = w&s”+,) it suffices to prove 
(WE Fnp)[@ is a word and Z(@)slnl-1 
*@($I+,)~ l&+1, P(s+1N- (4.6) 
Indeed, if w2 = yk. . . y1 with 0~ k < Inl, then one proves with induction from (4.6) 
that m(B(sn+l )) = yi.. . y,P(s”+r) for 0s is k (note that y1 Z fl-‘). 
To prove (4.6) suppose that u is a counter example. Then either tr = u or v = p - u 
is a word with v(/3(sn+J) =p(s”+r) and l(v)2 1 (for u # p-’ since up is a word) 
and 1(v)~I(u)+I~inl-I. As In+Ilaln]-I this contradicts (4.1). 
We prove p is F& -invariant. It suffices to prove p is invariant under 5 and B 
Invariance under E is clear since & = cy, hence 5 leaves each Sn invariant. To prove 
invariance under p consider any X E P(S). For each n E N and s E S, if s E Sn, then 
p(s) E S” unless s = s,, and if s g S”, then p(s) g Sn unless s = s,_~. It follows that 
-I G IS, n /?‘Xl -IS, n Xl s 1, for n EN. Since (Vn E h)[(S,I 2 InI], becuase of (4.I), 
it follows that LIM,(IS, n p+XI/IS,,l- (23, n XI/I&l) = 0. Hence &p’X) = p(X). 
mark. We may assume S = H and that each Sn is convex, i.e., (Va, b E S,,) 
(VkEZ)[a<kkbbkc&]. Since (VnEZ)[]S,,lbInlJ, as observed above, one 
readily verifies that now p is a left-invariant measure on the group (B, +). We 
generaliee this in Section 6. 
. As observed in the intrcduction some element of Fas fixes a point of 
S. However, it is easy to see that 6 fixes no point. This necessitates Section 5. 
5. ore on actions of F2 on countable sets: 
In this section we show how to ensure that the action of pas on S, found in 
Section 4, satisfies 
(VW E F,&(~s E S)[i+(s) = s] (5.1) 
in addition to the other properties it has. Note that for each w E Fap there is q E FQp 
with cp-‘wq cyclically reduced, and note that if q-‘w&) = s, then i+@(s)) = 9(s), 
so it suffices to prove (5.1) for nonempty cyclically reduced words only. 
Enumerate the collection of nonempty cyclically reduced words over {a, p} as 
{w, : n E N}, in such a way that 
(a! (Vn E N)P(w,) s 4w,+,)l, 
and for each n EN let w-, = w,. Using Remark 2.4 one finds for each n E Z a finite 
set Sn, and s,, z, E Sn, and an action of Fap on Sn, with (4.2)-(4.6), but with 
(b) (VnCZ-{O})(V~E F(cu,p))[l sf(w)<I(w,)+(V~~ S,)[w(s)fs]] 
instead of (4.1), satisfying additionally 
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Cc) (Vn E P -W)bnk) = 4, 
(d) (Wn E Z - {O})[if w, = yk. . . yl, then (Vi = 0,. . . , k - l)[ ‘yi.. . y,(z,& 
bn, dl)~ll, 
(4 PW f s,. 
Define S, p and old and new actions of Fap on S as in Section 4. All statements 
of Section 4 about FaP and p continue to hold. To prove (5.1) it suffices to show 
(VnEB-{O})[tiJz,)= w, (z,,)] because of (c). This one proves from (d) the same 
way one proves Lemma 2.3( 1). 
As announced in Remark 2.5, we now show that for each finite alphabet 
m E P there are a finite set S and a transitive action of FA on S such that 
(1) (VWE C,JJw)= m*(3s E S)[w(s) = s]], 
(2) (Vw~FA)[ld(~)<m*(Ws~S)[~(~)#~]]. 
Since the case IAl = 1 is elementary assume IAl > 1. For some c E N enumerate the 
set of cyclically reduced words over A of length exactly m as (w,: 1 d n s c). Find 
a finite S,,, and s,, z, E Sn, and an action of FA on S” as above, but for 1s n s c 
rather than n d. Let S =U,__ Sn. Define an action of FA on S as before, and 
use this action to find a new action of FA on S as before, but with one obvious 
exception: &) = p(s,). The proof that this works requires only obvious 
modifications of preceding proofs. 
mark (Isaacs). Consider the following conditions on the action of a group 
G on a set S: 
(1) G acts faithfully and transitively; 
(2) G acts almost freely; 
(3) (3g E G)[g has no fixed point, i.e., (Vs E S)[g(s) Z s]]. 
If G is finite and (1) holds, then obviously (2) holds, and then (3) holds if ICI> 1 
(since if G is finite and (1) holds, then members of G have on the average one 
fixed point [lo, 3.91). There is an easy example that in general (1) does not imply 
(3): Let G be the set of a!1 finite permutations (i.e., permutations with finitely many 
nonfixed points) of an infinite set S. The example above shows that even (1) and 
(2) does not imply (3). 
on countable amenable groups: 
Call a measure on a set S an F,-measure if it is P;;-invariant for some almost free 
transitive action of F2 011 5 In this section we construct for each countably infinite 
amenable groitp G a left-invariant F,-measure on G. 
The first ingredient of our construction is the following recipe for constructing 
F,-measures, abstracted from Section 4: There is a sequence (s,: n E w) of positive 
integers with lim,,, s, - 00 such that for any countably infinite set S, if (S,,: n E Z) 
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is a collection of finite subsets of S such that 
(Vk f n E a)[& n Sn = 01, (6.2) 
u Sk = s 
kd 
(6.3) 
then for each generalized limit LIM on B(H), if L: P(S) -*IF8 is defined by 
L(X) = LIM,IX n &l/l&l (X E g(S)), (6.4) 
then L is an &-measure on S. 
If G is a group and F c G and E > 0, call a subset U of G an (F, &)-set if U is 
finite and nonempty and if (Vx E F)[J UA~U~/) VI< E J; here A denotes symmetric 
difference. 
The second ingredient of our proof is Fpllner’s theorem, [3], that a group is 
amenable iff 
(V finite F c G)(Vc > O)[G has an (F, &)-set]. (6.5) 
Our construction is essentially an extension of the proof of the easy direction of 
F@lner’s theorem, i.e., of the if-part. 
From now on let G be a countably infinite group satisfying (6.5). 
We construct a left-invariant measure A on G. Since G is countable there is a 
sequence (F, : n E hl) of finite subsets of G satisfying 
(Vnd)[F, c Fn+J and U F, = G. (6.6) 
n&4 
For n E N choose a (Fn, l/n)-set Un. Let h&p be a generalized limit on B(N). Define 
a measure A on P(G) by 
h’V)=h~p,lU,,nXI/IU,,I (XEP(G)). (6.7) 
To see h is left-invariant consider any g E G and X E P(G). By (6.6) there is k E N 
such that g% g -* t. ,g, whenever k d n f V. For each n EN with n 2 k we have 
Is-‘& - v,lllunl<L n’ 
hence 
-‘<l~“ng-xl/lU”l-lU”nxl/iu.l<l n n’ 
hence A (gX) = A(X) since A&p is a generalized limit. 
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We discuss when A is an F2-measure. The obvious trick t3 make A anti &-measure 
is to have A equal to some L as constructed in the second paragrapn of this section. 
We claim this can be done if 
Wk#n)[&n U,,=0], (6-Q 
(Vk~N)(3n~N)[n>k and l&I=s,J. (6.9) 
To see this let w witness (6.9), i.e., w is a function N+N such that 
(Vk~N)[w(k)ak and IUkI=s,&J. 
Find an infinite J EN with f+J -J infinite such that w 1 J is one-to-one. Then G - 
UnEl Un is infinite, hence we can find a sequence (S”: n E IN) of subsets of G such 
that (6.1)-(6.3) (with S = G) hold and such that 
(6.10) 
Since J is infinite we can take Aby to be a generalized limit on B(N) which depends 
on J, i.e., 
and then define LIM from ALP by LIM(f) = h~~,,f,(,) (f~ B(Z)). Clearly then A, 
as defined in (6.7), is equal to L, as defined in (6.4), because of (6.10). 
We construct ( Un: n E N). Since the U,, are finite it suffices to do the following: 
For all finite F, H c G and E > 0 and k E N we find n > k and an (F, 2c)-set U with 
UnH=0 and IUl=s,,. 
Fix finite F, H c G and E > 0 and k E N. Note 
(V(F, &)-set U)(Vy E G)[ Uy is an (E, &)-set]; (5.11) 
(V finite nonempty collection % of (e &)-sets) 
[if (VU, VE %)[lUl=lvl and Un FV=0], 
then lJ % is an (F, &)-set]. (6.12) 
Fix u E N so that there is an (F, &set of cardinality u. There are ii, n E N with fi > l/~ 
and n 2 k and fiu < s,, < (n’+ 1)~. Since G is infinite it follows from (6.11) that we 
can find a collection % of (F, &)-sets such that (VU E %)[I Ul = u and U rl H = 01, 
and (VU E %)[ U n FV = 01. It follows from (6.12) that there is an (F, E)-set V with 
Vn H =p) and IVY= n’u. Let A be a subset of G - ( Vu H) of cardinality s, - fiu; 
then IAl d u. We claim that U = Vu A, which obviously has cardinality s,, is an 
(F, &)-set. So consider any x E E Then 
xUA U = (xVAxA)A( Vu A) c (xVA V) u (xAAA) c (xVA V) u A, 
hence IXUA Ul/l Ul < 2~ since I UI 3 I VI = ufi, since v is an (F, &)-set, since IAl d u 
and since ri > l/ JZ. 
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7. An action of F2 on 
We here construct a l,ithful : -rnsitive action of Fz on Z such that every (left)- 
invariant measure of the grou_ Z, +) is F&variant. 
Call ~EZI a distortion if (ilb)(VnEH)[Iv(n)-nlsb]. Clearly the set D of 
distortions is a subgroup of B!. As observed in [DE]*, every invariant measure of 
($I, +) is D-invariant since T E B ! is a distortion (if and) only if v is piecewise a 
translation, i.e., there is a finite partition 9 of Z such that (VFE 9)(3k E H) 
(VnEF)[7r(n)=k+n]. 
This shows it is enough to find &yo, q E D which freely generate a subgroup of 
Z!, in such a way that the subgroup acts transitively. 
For i E 2 we will construct Ai G Z satisfying 
(Vk~Z)[1{2S2k+l}nAil=l, hence 1{2Cc,2k+l}-Ail=l], (7.1) 
and define ai from Ai as follows: ai sends each element of Ai to the next bigger 
element of Ai, and sends each element of Z -Ai to the next smaller element of 
E - Ai; clearly ai is well defined and is a distortion. 
We first take care of transitivity. Clearly, if X is one of A0 and Z - Ao, then 
(Wx, y E X)(3 E Z&&x) = y]. So we make the action transitive if we have an 
acAo with ar,(a)tiAo. So for example require an aEAonA, and a zeAl-Ao. 
(Actually this is redundant since if no such a can be found, then q = cyo r a1 = oil, 
so that cyo and q are not free generators.) 
We now take care of the freeness. We must ensure that no nonempty word over 
(Y, p acts trivially on 2. Since there are on!y countably many words to consider we 
only have to show for each nonempty word w over {cu, p} and each k E Z that by 
appropriately constructing just the piece Ai n [2k, 2k +21(w) + l] of Ai, for i E 2, we 
ensure w is not the identity. Of course it suffices to show how to do this for k = 0. 
So let w = ya. . . y1 be a nonempty word over {(Ye. al). WL ensure w is not the 
identity by having w(0) = 2a. To this end it suffices to have yk(2k-2) = 2k for 
lak<a. SO for lskaa and i~2, if yk=ai, put 2k-2 and 2k in Ai, and if 
Yk = ~yf’, put 2k -2 and 2k in Z - Ai, i.e., put 2k - 1 and 2k+ 1 in Ai, while if 3/k P ai 
and yk # a;‘, make a choice which of 2k - 2 and 2k - 1 you put in Ai. (Since 
yk f yk:l this rule does not force YOU to put 2k both in Ai and in Z - Ai.) 
7.1. ark. The action described above is not almost free, and in fact no action 
of F2 on H that is a subgroup of D is almost free. This is so because for all a, p E D, 
if {cu, p} does not generate a cyclic subgroup, then there is w E Fep such that 
(nEB: w(n)= ) n is infinite (even if F& does not act transitively). We leave the 
proof as an exercise. 
7. For any group G let P?‘(G) be the group of piecewise translations of 
G. If G is infinite one cannot always embed F2 in PT( G) (leave alone as transitively 
‘The manuscript on which this paper is based does not include references. 
efforts, it was not possible to identify this reference. 
Despite considerable 
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acting group) even if G is countable and amenable. This is so since if G is locally 
finite (i.e., every finitely generated subgroup is finite), then so is PT( G) (so in fact, 
then FYI(G) is amenable, [9, Theorem 10.41). This we also leave as an exercise. 
ctions of nonamenable grou 
We now show that if G is any infinite amenable group, then there is some 
nonamenable group H that acts transitively on G in such a way that every left- 
invariant measure on G is H-invariant. 
A trivial example. Let S be a set, let ZA be a diffuse measure on S and let Z be 
an infinite subset of S with p(Z) = 0. Since Z is infinite there is a faithful action of 
F2 on Z. Hence we may assume Fz is a subgroup of S! satisfying (VJe F2) 
(Vs E S - Z)[f( s) = s]. Clearly or. is Fz-invariant. 
Now let @ be the group of all finite permutations of S, i.e., 
@ = { 7r E S!: {s E S: 7r(s) # s} is finite}. 
Then p is @-invariant since p is diffuse. Let H be the subgroup of S! generated 
by F2u 4p. Then p is H-invariant since p is Fz-invariant and @-invariant, and 611 
acts transitively since @ c Z-Z, and PI is not amenable since Fz s H. 
The example. Now let G be any infinite amenable group. Call Z z G a universal 
nufl set if F(Z) = 0 for each left-invariant measure p on G. If G has an infinite 
universal null set Z, construct Z-Z as above, with G instead of S and with G instead 
of @ (where we identify each element of G with the element of G! that describes 
its left action). 
Universal null sets. It remains to show that if G is any infinite amenable group, 
then G has a universal null set. So let G be an infinite amenable group. First note 
(WA E G)[IAl< ]Gl+A is a universal null set]. @.I) 
This is so since if A c G has IAl < ICI, then there is a collection of IGl pairwise 
disjoint translates of A. 
It immediately follows from (8.1) that G has an infinite universal null set if G is 
uncountable. Now assume that G is countable. Because of (8.1) a subset Z of G is 
a universal null set if 
(Vg E G - (I})[ Z n gZ is finite], (8.2) 
for then (Vg # h E G)[gZ n hZ is finite], so that p(Z) = 0 for each left-invariant 
measure p on G. Enumerate G - ( } as (g,: n E fi.J). To find an infinite Z c G satisfying 
(8.2) it suffices to find an injection L: fV + G such that 
(Wk,a,ndV)[k~a*~(k)#g,&z)], (8.3) 
which we achieve by finding an injection L : N + G such that 
(Vk,a,nd+d)[k~a and k>n 
*b(k) f gclc(n) and b(k) Z g,‘c(n)]. (8.4) 
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AC gement 
I originally could construct Example 1.1 only with a nontransitive action, see the 
first aside in Section 4, or with F, instead of I;;, see the second aside in Section 4, 
but not with F2 acting transitively. I am indebted to David Promislow for misquoting 
an announcement of the Fw example to Stan Wagon, and to Stan Wagon, who had 
independently asked if Example 1.1 existed, f. br writing me that I had the example, 
for that made me try one more time. 
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